Background and motivation
Protein biomarkers in blood have a great deal of promise for facilitating personalized medicine, including detection, diagnosis, prognosis, and monitoring of therapy. Even so, it is widely recognized that these circulating biomarkers are highly variable across individuals, and that it likely will be necessary to identify a panel of biomarkers before blood-based protein detection will be useful for any disease. However, analysis of a panel of biomarkers creates its own problems. In 2005, Anderson [1] estimated that the development of 5 separate protein assays will cost $10-20 million to achieve US Food and Drug Administration approval, and that developing larger sets of biomarkers will be progressively more costly and less worthwhile to diagnostic companies. Because there is much less money from diagnostics (compared to drugs), companies are commonly unwilling to make this type of investment in diagnostic development. Thus, the situation is that it is widely recognized that multiplexed protein assays are 
BIOPHOTONICS
Photonic crystal surfaces offer a compelling platform for improving the sensitivity of surface-based fluorescent assays used in disease diagnostics. Through the complementary processes of photonic crystal enhanced excitation and enhanced extraction, a periodic dielectric-based nanostructured surface can simultaneously increase the electric field intensity experienced by surface-bound fluorophores and increase the collection efficiency of emitted fluorescent photons. Through the ability to inexpensively fabricate photonic crystal surfaces over substantial surface areas, they are amenable to single-use applications in biological sensing, such as disease biomarker detection in serum. In this review, we will describe the motivation for implementing high-sensitivity, multiplexed biomarker detection in the context of breast cancer diagnosis. We will summarize recent efforts to improve the detection limits of such assays though the use of photonic crystal surfaces. Reduction of detection limits is driven by low autofluorescent substrates for photonic crystal fabrication, and detection instruments that take advantage of their unique features.
Photonic crystal device structure fabricated on a low autofluorescence quartz substrate by nanoimprint lithography.
needed for diagnostic purposes, but it is financially impractical to get these assays into the clinic where they can benefit patients. Although many analytical approaches have been proposed for multiplexed biomarker analysis, most of these lack the sensitivity to detect the low-abundance proteins that are likely to be useful as biomarkers. For example, in the case of cancer, the goal of early detection is to identify tumors when they are small and not markedly differentiated from the normal tissue.
One common methodology for multiplexed, sandwich ELISA analysis are the bead-based approaches and electrochemiluminescence. However, these approaches require expensive detection instruments and typically use much larger volumes of blood than available in a pin prick, and therefore appear to be poorly suited for point-of-care diagnostics. Meanwhile, antibody microarrays are reported to optimally use 3 to 5 ml of sample [2, 3] , lack assay crosstalk, demonstrate the fastest binding kinetics, and provide lower limits of detection than beadbased assays due to the ability to wash away unbound material. Using a photonic crystal surface to enhance the fluorescence output from a biomarker microarray, it is our goal to further improve the sensitivity of this platform to enable more rapid high sensitivity detection. Our goal is a more compact, inexpensive instrument than approaches that use optically passive surfaces for a microarray assay.
An example of a disease where analysis of lowabundance protein biomarkers diagnostics is likely to be beneficial is breast cancer. At present, the best way for a woman to reduce her overall risk of developing breast cancer appears to be changes in exercise or diet. Beyond these steps there is little that modern science can recommend to reduce a woman's risk of developing or dying from breast cancer. Most breast cancer deaths are caused by metastatic disease, highlighting the importance of regular screening for early detection. However, existing screening methods have major shortcomings regarding early detection of breast cancer [4, 5] . Notably, these approaches cannot distinguish cancer from benign breast disease and sometimes even normal breast tissue, resulting in high rates of false positives [6] . The most extensive analysis of mammography [7] found that the area under the receiver operating curve (AUC) value for mammography was approximately 0.80. An earlier meta-analysis of six randomized trials suggested that regular mammography screening reduces the risk of dying from breast cancer by 22% but it is widely recognized that this screening method has little benefit for women under 50 years of age [8] [9] [10] . The high false positive rate for mammography has become a controversial issue in the last two years, and has been reported on by the popular press (e.g., WIRED magazine, Jan. 2009, "The Truth About Cancer"; or Newsweek, Feb. 7 2011, "The Mammogram Hustle"). These articles highlight that the high false-positive rate associated with mammography is very stressful for women, and leads to unnecessary biopsies. As a result, women are questioning whether it is worthwhile to undergo regular screening for breast cancer. Indeed, there is evidence that the longer the time between when a woman receives a false-positive mammogram and the identification of benign disease, the less likely it is that the woman will return for future mammograms [11] . It seems clear that new tests that complement mammography could improve the chances of successful medical intervention when breast cancer does occur, reduce stress associated with false-positive screens, and generally help to restore faith in a useful, if imperfect, screening tool. Therefore, the ultimate goal of our work is to develop a point-of-care analysis system that can rapidly distinguish between true and false positive mammograms using blood obtained from a pinprick.
Analysis of circulating proteins that are secreted by cancer cells is a potentially valuable complement to mammography. Our data suggest that the use of biomarker assays as an early-stage diagnostic test have been problematic due to the phenotypic diversity of breast cancer [12] . That is, five major subtypes of breast cancer have been identified based on both gene expression and protein profiles in tumor tissue [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , and these profiles are closely associated with traditional histological classifiers related to the overexpression of estrogen receptor (ER+) and/or the HER2 receptor (HER2+) [15, 18] . One of us (Zangar) recently identified a panel of 10 biomarkers in serum that is able to discriminate between subtypes of breast cancer and benign controls, when both cases and benign controls were originally identified as a "positive" by mammography [12] . These results were obtained with a "sandwich enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) microarray", which is a sophisticated platform for simultaneous analysis of multiple protein biomarkers.
A significant challenge with developing a useful point-of-care instrument is sufficient sensitivity for quantifying low-abundance cancer biomarkers. In this regard, the development of surface structures and detection instruments that can augment the detection sensitivity of fluorescent ELISA assays has the potential for increasing the signal/noise ratio of detection results for greater statistical surety and reduction of the detection limits. Recent research by the Cunningham Group at the University of Illinois has demonstrated that a nanostructured photonic crystal (PC) optical surface is capable of amplifying the signal of fluorescent dyes by >500Â. PCs can be inexpensively manufactured from plastic, glass, or quartz materials and incorporated onto ordinary glass microscope slides. The Zangar Group at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory has developed a so-phisticated multiplexed ELISA microarray platform for multiplexed characterization of biomarkers in serum.
Here, we review efforts towards development and implementation of a point-of-care instrument for multiplex biomarker analysis that can be used to differentiate between true-and false-positive mammograms and could also be broadly applied to a wide variety of multiplexed assays. The analysis would be comprised of a multi-assay protein implemented within a single-use, disposable cartridge that utilizes microfluidics and a PC surface. Reaching this goal requires statistically validated selection of biomarker proteins, thorough characterization of capture antibodies for lack of cross-reactivity with other analytes, a robust assay protocol, development of low-cost and uniform fabrication methods for making PC surfaces, and development of a detection system for optimally interfacing with the PC.
Microspot fluorescent ELISA assaysa tool for multiplexed biomarker analysis
ELISA-based detection has been the mainstay of clinical laboratories for decades, but generally has not been compatible with high throughput and multiplexing with a limited sample volume. Protein microarrays permit the simultaneous measurement of many proteins in a small sample volume, therefore providing an attractive alternative approach for quantification of multiple proteins in serum [19, 20] for clinical applications, as demonstrated by several groups [21] [22] [23] for detection of cancer biomarkers including prostate specific antigen (PSA), IL-6, and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) [24, 25] . The sandwich ELISA is inherently a quantitative assay that relies on a set of external standards (i.e. purified antigens) for quantitation. Zangar and co-workers demonstrated that single ELISAs do not discriminate well between cancer patients and healthy controls, but that the combination of 10 assays can identify consistent trends that broadly characterize the presence of cancer [24, [26] [27] [28] . Antibody microarrays using secondary antibodies with fluorescent tags have demonstrated the ability to classify metastatic breast cancer based on a blood test [29, 30] with sensitivities in the sub-pg/ml range, therefore sub-pg/mlscale concentration differences between similar samples are measurable.
The sandwich ELISA in a microarray format ( Figure 1 ) is well suited for clinically relevant analyses [31, 32] . This is because the sandwich ELISA is the standard assay used in the clinic for analyzing low-abundance proteins in complex biological fluids such as blood. Like the clinical assays, the ELISA microarray assays are exceptionally sensitive, being able to accurately quantify proteins down to the single-digit or sub-pg/ml concentrations [32] . The biomarkers that have been found to be suitable for the detection of early-stage cancer are low-abundance proteins that commonly cannot be detected by methods other than sandwich ELISA. This result is not surprising, since it seems unlikely that small tumors will consistently alter levels of abundant proteins. Therefore, we are only employing the most sensitive and specific assay available (i.e., sandwich ELISA) for biomarker analysis.
The assay is performed by deposition of array of antibody capture spots upon a substrate (such as glass, or alternatively a PC), using several replicate spots per antibody to enable observation of experimental variability. After a "blocking" step that covers the substrate surface with molecules that inhibit subsequent nonspecific binding, the chip is exposed to the test sample, providing opportunity for analyte molecules to bind with their corresponding capture antibodies [33, 34] . Biotin-linked secondary antibodies for each of the assays are combined and exposed to the chip as a mix, where they bind an unoccupied epitope of the targeted captured antigen. Commercially available capture and detection antibodies have been selected for each biomarker and rigorously tested to demonstrate that there is no nonspecific cross reactivity between any of the assay reagents [35] . The final assay step is introduction of fluorophore-labeled streptavidin that attaches only to the biotinylated detection antibodies. Full details of the procedure have been published in several papers by the Zangar Group [31, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
The ELISA microarray platform routinely generates standard curves ( Figure 1C -D) that cover up to a 100-fold range of protein concentrations [32] , bracketing the variation in most circulating biomarkers. We originally demonstrated that levels of hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) were elevated in sera from recurrent breast cancer patients, even though HGF accounted for less than 10 parts per billion of the total protein content in those serum samples. Results from the HGF microarray ELISA also correlated well (r 2 ¼ 0.90) with a commercial 96-well ELI-SA analysis for this same set of blood samples. For this "5-plex" analysis, we not only used physiologically relevant concentrations of each antigen but, in order to challenge the assay system, we selected antigens that normally vary in concentration in serum by a factor of 3000. Therefore, our ability to simultaneously detect all 5 proteins on a single chip demonstrates the versatility of the ELISA microarray system for detecting multiple proteins that are at highly variable concentrations. Overall, our data demonstrate that this ELISA microarray platform is suitable for quantifying trace quantities of multiple proteins in complex protein mixtures.
Photonic crystal enhanced fluorescence (PCEF)
While the first demonstrations of enhanced fluorescence appeared shortly after the discovery of surface enhanced Raman scattering almost three decades ago [42] [43] [44] , the application of this method to improving bioassays has only occurred recently, as the use of fluorescence for standard protocols in life sciences research has become increasingly popular in the past decade. Enhancing fluorescence typically relies on an interaction between a fluorophore and a resonant optical structure, the most common of which are metal nanoparticles with surface plasmon resonances. These resonances can affect fluorophores in a variety of ways: they can amplify excitation light [45] , alter the spatial distribution of the fluorophore emission [46] , modify the radiative lifetime of the fluorophore [47] , or simultaneously perform more than one of these functions [48] [49] [50] , but fluorophores in close proximity to metals (within 10 nm) often transfer their energy non-radiatively as well [51] [52] [53] . Fluorescence enhancement using metal surfaces or metal nanoparticles suffers from quenching if the fluorophore is too close to the metal, while electromagnetic fields associated with localized surface plasmons decay rapidly with distance as one moves away from the metal -resulting in very stringent requirements for surface-fluorophore spacing [54] . The low Quality-factor of metal-based resonances, due to optical absorption, further reduces the achievable amplification factor for metal-enhanced fluorescence [55, 56] . Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) may also be used to enhance the sensitivity of fluorescence-based assays, and have demonstrated that QD fluorescence may also be enhanced on a photonic crystal surface [57] [58] [59] .
PCs, or periodic arrangements of materials with differing dielectric constants, are an alternate substrate for enhancing fluorescence. The PCs used in our research are comprised of a periodically modulated low refractive index SiO 2 surface structure coated with a high refractive index dielectric layer of TiO 2 , in which the period is smaller than the wavelength of light used to excite the structure (FigFigure 1 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (A) Schematic diagram of the current ELISA microarray platform. Conventional glass microscope slides (1 Â 3 in 2 ) are printed with 16 identical wells, with vertical spacing that is the same as a 96-well microplate. (B) Each well contains an ELISA microarray chip with over 20 assays, each printed in quadruplicate, and wells are exposed to an analyte concentration series diluted into calf serum. (C) Data is processed using our custom software suite, which includes the Protein Microarray Analysis Tool (ProMAT) to produce dose-response calibration curves and limit of detection analysis. The analysis plots the coefficient of variability (CV) for the replicate spots as a function of analyte concentration, demonstrating the concentration range within which the an assay [Author: check sense "the an assay"] performed upon a sample of unknown concentration would have predictive power. (D) Example dose-response curve for the biomarker enzyme matrix metalloproteinase 1 (MMP1), demonstrating a sigmoidal dependence between fluorescence output and MMP1 concentration. Limits of detection are determined at the concentration at which the signal can no longer be differentiated from zero concentration. ure 2A). A resonance in this structure is excited when evanescent diffracted orders couple to modes of an effective high refractive index layer, and are re-radiated through diffraction in-phase with the reflected zeroth-order wave and out-of-phase with the transmitted zeroth-order wave [60] . The dispersion of the PC then reveals these resonances as transmission dips upon white light illumination, resulting from the coupling of light at specific incidence angles and wavelengths to the structure. These resonances are capable of enhancing fluorescence in a similar fashion to surface plasmon resonances, taking advantage of two phenomena: enhanced excitation and enhanced extraction. Enhanced excitation is the result of incident radiation coupling to a PC resonance, which increases the local electric field intensity throughout the structure. These fields decay exponentially like internally reflected waves as in total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, but the resonance coupling provides a constructive interference effect that amplifies the incident wave [58] . Thus enhanced excitation provides the benefit of localized surface-bound fluorophore excitation observed with TIRF, but with increased performance due to field enhancement. Multiplied with this enhancement effect is enhanced extraction, whereby fluorophore emission couples to the PC and is redirected along the PC dispersion [57] . This mechanism helps to claim emitted light that otherwise may have been lost to guided modes within the substrate or to emission at oblique angles not collected by the detection optics. While the first demonstrations of PC enhanced fluorescence for microarray dyes required expensive lithographic procedures for each device [61, 62] , inexpensive and uniform fabrication over large areas in a nanoreplica molding process currently used to make commercial label-free biosensors [63] has since been employed to make these structures. This process provides an optically active surface capable of providing uniform fluorescence enhancement over large areas inexpensively without the quenching effects that may limit metal enhanced fluorescence approaches.
Recently, PCs have been engineered by the Cunningham Group to enhance the signal from the common microarray dye Cyanine-5 (Cy5) by more than one order of magnitude when scanned in a commercial microarray scanner [64] , and by greater factors when scanned by a system that is optimized for coupling light to/from the PC [65] . The PCs used to enhance fluorescence are periodic one-dimensional gratings designed by Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis with period L ¼ 360 nm and a grating step height h ¼ 60 nm, described in previous work [64] and diagrammed in Figure 2A . Plastic-based PCs described in previous publications by the Cunningham Group for microarrays were composed of nanoreplica-molded UV-cured polymer (UVCP) with a refractive index of n UVCP ¼ 1.45, a 300 nm SiO 2 spacer layer (n SiO 2 ¼ 1.45) (to displace resonant electric fields away from the UVCP, reducing background fluorescence), and a high-refractive index 160 nm TiO 2 layer (n TiO 2 ¼ 2.35) required to generate the periodic contrast in refractive index. These PCs provide two distinct resonances: a narrow Transverse Magnetic (TM) resonance at l $ 633 nm for enhanced excitation, and a wide Transverse Electric (TE) resonance at l $ 690 nm for enhanced extraction. The PCs cover entire 1 Â 3 in 2 microscope slides for compatibility with conventional microarray spotting and hybridization systems. As shown in Figure 3A , the evanescent electric field that is excited by illuminating the PC at the combination of incident angle and wavelength that satisfies the resonant coupling condition (in this case l ¼ 633 nm, and q ¼ 0 deg) extends $200 nm from the PC surface into the adjacent media (air, in this case). Figure 3B shows example enhancement of Cy5-labeled PPL spots measured with a custom-built fluorescence microscope designed for optimization of enhanced excitation and enhanced extraction [66] .
PCEF for breast cancer biomarkers
Recently, we have demonstrated PCEF for a breast cancer biomarker protein microarray with >20 multiplexed assays. Results demonstrating fluorescent images of an array, a dose/response curve for one of the assays, and results showing the increase in fluorescence output for simultaneous detection of 15 analytes in a mixed sample (Figure 4 ). Full details of the assay protocol and PC device design are published in [28] and [39] . Use of the PC resulted in an $10Â improvement in the limit of detection for all assays. Greater reductions have been demonstrated using new PC designs [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , but have not yet been applied to ELISA microarrays. The PC is designed to increase the fluorescence intensity of Cy5 dyes (or equivalent AlexaFluor dyes) through the enhanced excitation and extraction mechanisms described previously. The effects of PC enhanced excitation can be determined by comparing the fluorescence output under the following two conditions: (a) when the excitation laser incident angle is adjusted to illuminate the PC at the resonant angle ("on-resonance"), and (b) when the excitation angle of incidence is selected to not coincide with the resonant coupling condition ("off-resonance"). Here, the on-resonant angle of illumination is $0 , while the off-resonant angle is 20
. The fluorescent image of one block selected from the array exposed to the first dilution (maximum concentration divided by seven) is used to illustrate the observed signal enhancement when the PC is imaged on-resonance. The fluorescent images shown in Figure 4a are obtained using identical laser power and photomultiplier tube (PMT) gain settings in a commercially available confocal microarray scanner (Tecan LS). It can be observed in Figure 4C that by scanning the PC at its resonant angle, the fluorescence intensity is enhanced by factors of 11-to 20-fold.
In order to determine the limits of detection, it is necessary to characterize the noise in terms of the magnitude of background fluorescence and the standard deviation of control spot background intensity, where the negative control is a spot printed only with buffer. The PC will enhance the output of any fluorophore within the evanescent field region, regardless of whether the source of the fluorescence is the Cy5 tag, autofluorescent material within the device structure, or autofluorescence from the chemical functionalization layer. Likewise, any nonspecific attachment of the SA-Cy5 tag to regions outside the capture spots will increase the level of background fluorescent intensity. When the PC is on-resonance, Figure 3 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (A) Evanescent field profile (simulated by rigorous coupled wave analysis) of a PC surface illuminated at the resonant condition, demonstrating an electric field magnitude magnitude that is greater than the magnitude of the electric field supplied by a plane wave illumination source incident from below. To represent the power associated with the evanescent field, the squared magnitude of the electric field is plotted (in units of (V/m) 2 , and the illumination source has a magnitude of unity. (B) Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for detection of fluorophore-tagged poly-phe-lysine (PPL) spots applied to a PC surface or a glass surface, as a function of PPL/dye concentration, demonstrating that compared to performing detection of the same material on a glass surface, the PC provides up to three orders of magnitude greater fluorescent signal. Here, the PC is demonstrated to reduce limits of detection by over two orders of magnitude using a custom detection instrument that supplies collimated illumination at the angle of resonant coupling. Used with permission from A. Pokhriyal et al., Opt. Express 18 (24), 24793-24808 (2010). the background intensity is $4-5-fold higher compared to the off-resonance condition. Due to the enhanced electric field on the PC surface, at resonance, the PC enhances both the spot intensity as well as the background intensity. Even so, the overall signalto-noise ratio for the assays are improved because the magnitude of the PC enhancement is greater within the capture spots than in the regions between the spots. As shown in Figure 4C , the fluorescence signal was $10-fold higher for the functioning assays when the PC is on-resonance compared to off-resonance at the first dilution. As an example, we found that the increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is particularly important for detecting antigens EGFR and uPAR at concentrations as low as 3.6 and 7.1 ng/ml, respectively, limited by the affinity of the capture antibody. When the PC is off-resonance, the spot signals for EGFR and uPAR at these same concentrations were noise-limited (SNR <3), which is to say that their spot intensities cannot be differentiated from the noise of the fluorescence in regions between spots. In contrast, these same spots were easily detectable (SNR >8) when the PC was at resonance. The ability to detect reduced concentrations of such antigens is extremely important to the early detection of disease biomarkers, which in general are present at very low concentrations in biological fluids such as plasma or serum.
The signal intensities from each dilution in the concentration series were used to generate standard curves using the Protein Microarray Analysis Tool (ProMAT) software, developed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. As an example, Figure 4B shows the standard curves for TNFa when the PC is on-resonance and off-resonance. We found that when on-resonance, the PC demonstrated better precision as indicated by the steeper slope in the linear region of the standard curves, and~10-fold reduced limit of detection (LOD).
Current and future work: improving the performance of PCEF for ELISA Microarrays
While recent results [38] demonstrate that PCEF using a plastic-based device and a commercially available confocal microarray scanner can be used to achieve a 10Â reduction in the limits of detection (LOD) of an ELISA microarray for breast cancer biomarkers in serum. This approach can be improved to further reduce LOD and to increase signal-to-noise ratio by addressing three fundamental issues that have been found to limit performance.
First, PCEF will enhance the fluorescent output of not only the Cy5 label of the assay, but also any other source of fluorescent background. We have identified the two most important sources of background fluorescence for PCEF-based ELISA microarrays: the plastic substrate material of the replica molded PC grating structure, and nonspecific attachment of Streptavidin-Cy5 to regions between the capture spots. We have demonstrated that PC surfaces produced upon quartz substrates using nanoimprint lithography to create the grating structure eliminates device-based background fluorescence to undetectable levels, even after amplification [66] . We have also found that the remaining source of background fluorescence originates from capture antibody molecules that diffuse from their spot locations to the remainder of the array surface during the blocking step of the assay. We have demonstrated that application of capture spots by Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN) addresses this source of background fluorescence ( Figure 5 ) by eliminating the presence of extraneous (i.e. not covalently bound) capture antibody, compared to conventional pinbased or piezoelectric valve-based microarray spot dispensing. DPN provides an additional advantage in its capability for producing capture spots with diameters in the 10-30 mm range, thus enabling the ELISA to be further miniaturized. As a preliminary demonstration, the a DPN tool (NanoInk) was used to create an array of 50 capture antibody spots (10 antibodies, 5 replicates) on a quartz-based PC surface. Using the tip of the DPN tool ( Figure 5A ) on an epoxysilane-coated surface, $30 mm diameter capture spots were printed. On a single PC surface, separate arrays were printed, so as to perform the dose-response analysis shown in Figure 5C with 9 dilutions of the spiked analytes in buffer, plus a negative control. The same ELISA protocol described earlier (blocking, secondary antibody mix, label) was used. As shown in Figure 5D , the limits of detection are in the range of 0.38-11 pg/ml (dependent on the binding affinity of the capture antibody).
The use of DPN provides several important benefits. First, DPN reduces the volume of capture molecule required to $0.1 pl/spot. Second, DPN enables uniform capture molecule density within a 30 mm spot without crossover into adjacent regions, which enables minimization of the surface area required for the assay. Third, and perhaps most importantly, we observed that DPN-based deposition of capture antibody reduced background fluorescence intensity by an order of magnitude, compared to conventional pin-based spotting. We hypothesize that conventional quill-pin or piezo-valve spotters leave some capture antibodies unattached to the sensor surface, which in turn have the ability to re-attach to the sensor during subsequent rinsing and blocking steps. DPN minimizes the number of capture molecules present on the surface therefore increasing binding efficiency, and reducing the possibility for nonspecific binding to regions between the spots.
A second important aspect of using PC surfaces to further reduce biomarker detection limits involves the design of the detection instrument optics. The greatest PCEF enhancement factors are achieved through the use of collimated, rather than focused laser illumination [72, 73] . The resonant coupling condition for enhanced excitation occurs for a narrow range of incident angles for a given illumination wavelength. Focused light provided by a confocal laser scanner contains a range of incident angles, of which only a fraction can fully engage in resonant coupling. To address this issue, the Cunningham Group has designed and constructed a PCEF microarray detection instrument that provides collimated illumination and the ability to tune the incident angle to precisely match the resonant coupling condition [73] . This system has been used to achieve an enhancement factor as high as 1,500 for the detection of dye spin-coated upon the PC, compared to detecting the same material on an unpatterned quartz surface. The detection of dye-labeled protein spots on the PC exhibited a 690-fold increase in fluorescence intensity and a 330-fold improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Using dose-response characterization of deposited fluorophore-tagged protein spots, the PCEF surface demonstrated a 140Â lower limit of detection compared to a conventional glass substrate [66] .
The third factor impacting achievable LOD is determined not only by the fluorescent signal for the lowest analyte concentrations, but also by the standard deviation of fluorescent intensities obtained from replicate spots. Therefore, any source of assay nonuniformity (surface chemistry density or capture antibody density for example) will negatively impact LOD. We have recently shown that conventional sources of assay nonuniformity are actually magnified by PCEF because regions with different densities of immobilized molecules have slightly different resonant coupling conditions. We have quantified the typical variability in capture antibody density in an ELISA microarray and have clearly demonstrated that spots display different enhancement factor values based on their density [74] . To address this issue, we recently developed [72] an incident angle scanning approach that maximizes the enhancement factor for an entire microarray on a pixel-bypixel basis. The benefits of the angle-scanning detection approach can be seen in Figure 6 , in which the biomarker TNF is detected over a range of concentrations in buffer, using 9 replicate spots for each concentration. Figure 6A shows the fluorescent image gathered from the PC surface when scanning at a fixed incident angle while Figure 6B shows the fluorescent image gathered by the angle-scanning approach in which the highest fluorescent intensity is selected for each pixel. The images and corresponding data ( Figure 6C) show that the angle scanning approach dramatically lowers the assay CV by >75%, as it accounts for the presence of small spatial Figure 6 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) Example increase in detection sensitivity and reduction in CV obtained using an array scanning approach using multiple incident angles of illumination to optimize laser coupling to the PC despite variability in capture spot density. variability in the PC resonant coupling condition and variability in the capture spot density.
Conclusion
PC surfaces are a uniquely suited platform for improving the sensitivity of surface-based, multiplexed fluorescence assay, such as those used for detection and quantification of disease biomarkers. Through judicious choice of biomarkers, detection antibodies, and secondary antibodies, the fluorescent microspot ELISA assay approach achieves the selectivity for performing clinically relevant serum protein analysis using extremely low sample volumes, and is compatible with the goal of using only a droplet of serum obtained through a pin-prick for minimal invasiveness. Due to the low concentration of the detected biomarkers, a technology that can increase the fluorescent signal can be applied towards reduction in the detectable concentration (for diagnosis of disease at an earlier stage), increasing the slope of the dose/response curve for more accurate quantification, and increasing the signal/noise ratio. PCEF has been demonstrated using nanostructured surfaces fabricated from plastic materials by replica molding, and using commercially available confocal laser microarray scanners. Further gains in performance are achieved through the use of substrate materials with low background autofluorescence (such as quartz or silicon) and detection instruments that use collimated laser illumination rather than focused light. It is our goal to use DPN-based methods to create antibody capture spots in the 10-30 mm diameter range to further miniaturize the assay, and to integrate the PC with a microfluidic chip that is capable of automating the assay steps that are currently performed by hand. Such a chip would include a filtration stage to separate blood cells from serum, so that a single droplet of whole blood could be dispensed into the chip, resulting in exposure of serum to the ELISA capture spots. The assay protocol (sample exposure, washing, secondary antibody, washing, and fluorescent tag labeling) can be performed in $60 minutes, and thus would be compatible with the goal of providing a rapid, noninvasive method for validating the results of a positive mammogram in the context of breast cancer diagnosis. However, the approach under development can be applied to the detection and quantification of many other protein biomarkers of interest from any bodily fluid.
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